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ABSTRACT 

 

Title  : “Study of  Teacher’s  Creativities  to Stimulate Students’ 

Speaking Ability  for the Second Level of Junior High School in 

LKP (Lembaga Kursus dan Pelatihan) Macca  Maros”. 

Reasearcher : Tria Nur  Rahmah  

Reg. Number  : 20400113104 

Consultant I  : Dra. Hj. St. Azisah, M.Ed.St., Ph.D   

Consultant II : Dr. H. Muh. Rusdi. T, M.Ag 

 

 

 Thisاstudyاaboutاtheاteacher’sاcreativitiesاtoاstimulateاstudents’اspeakingا

ability in particularly for the second level of junior high school students. This 

research will describe theاkindsاofاteacher’sاcreativitiesاthatاusedاinاteaching  to 

stimulateاstudents’اspeaking ability  in LKP. Macca Maros. The aims of this study 

is to find out the kinds of creativitiesا ofا theا teacherا inا stimulatingا students’ا

speaking ability for the second level students in LKP. Macca Maros. 

  The study was designed in the form of qualitative descriptive study. 

Subject in this study were one English teacher and one speaking class in LKP. 

Macca Maros. The data were collected by using the methods of interview and 

observation. Data were analyzed through data reduction, data display and data 

verification/conclusion. Theاteacher’sاcreativitiesاfactorsاwereاextremelyاeffective 

in stimulating the students to become active and have the eagerness to speak 

during the class with no fear and ashame. For this reason, the used of teachniques, 

strategies, methods and approach in a good and right way by the creative teacher 

it could be stimulate the studentsا toا speakا andا stimulateا theا students’ا speakingا

ability    

 The results showed that the kindsا ofا teacher’sا creativitiesا thatا usedا inا

teaching to stimulate students’ا speakingا ability. They consist of teaching 

techniques, teaching strategies, approach and method were the kinds of 

creativities that the teacher used effectively in teaching in the classroom. 

Moreover,اtheاteacher’sاcreativitiesاincludeاof the used of teachniques, strategies, 

methods and approach in a good and right way by the creative teacher it could 

stimulateاtheاstudentsاtoاspeakاandاstimulateاtheاstudents’اspeakingاability    

Basedاonاtheseاfindings,اitاcanاbeاconcludedاthatاtheاteacher’sاcreativitiesا

thatاcanاstimulateاtheاstudents’اspeakingاability,اthe teacher combine the using 

teachingاtechniques,اstrategies,اapproachاandاmethodاwithاtheاteacher’sا

personality. As a result, the students have the eagerness to speak in the classroom. 

Furthermore, the teacher’s creativities in stimulate the students speaking  was 

deeply effective to provoke students to became active and speak during the class. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

 

A. Background of Study 

 English is one of International language of  United Nation that is used all 

over the world. It is the most important language in international communication.  

People all over the world, including Indonesian speak English in international 

events. They use English when the people meet one another in every international 

meeting,  workshop, international seminar, conference and many other activities 

in the world.   

As an International language, English is put in school curriculum in 

Indonesia  of Junior High School and Senior High School. English is the main 

subject in  curriculum. In school, study English is a must actually. Furthermore, in 

curriculum English is emphasized for language competence as the tool of 

communicationا toا shareا students’ا ideas,ا shareا theirا knowledge,ا makeا aا goodا

sentences systematically, and express themselves with their knowledge.     

English consist of four skills, they are reading, writing, listening and speaking. 

Furthermore, among those skills, this research will be focused in speaking skill. 

For this reason, speaking is the crucial skill of English. The fact that our  reading, 

writing and listening skills are good, if we cannot speak any words in English our 

skill will not become complete. That is the problem in English that the students 

often face in their speaking class.  
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Speaking is an oral communication to share our ideas or information to 

others. It is the most essential way in which the speaker can express himself 

through the language. Moreover, speaking is important for all the students to 

practiceاtheirا اknowledgeاstudent’sاshareا,ideasاsendاtoاHowا.speakingاinاabilityا

andاhowاtoاspellاwordsاwell.اInاthisاcase,اtheاstudents’ interest are needed to make 

the process of their understanding more easily . 

Therefore, speaking ability is one of the crucial thing in English itself.   

Speakingا abilityا isا theا students’ا abilityا inا expressingا theirا ideasا orallyا whichا isا

represented by the scores of speaking. Although, the students are extremely expert 

in some skills, for instance their listening, reading or writing skills were good, 

they cannot speak or spill any words from their mouth. This is the main problem 

actually.  

Being successful students are  not easy, especially in speaking skill.  This 

fact can be seen in many schools in Indonesia  English in school is taught only 

once or twice a week with limited time. Consequently, the students always find 

the difficulty to understand English and speak English well during the class, 

because they still need more time to study and understand English well. For this 

reason, many parents have the initiative to enter their children into the institute of 

English courses, such a LKP  Macca  Maros.  They enter their children in this 

institution to decrease their children difficulty in English especially in speaking.  

As a result, LKP  Macca exist to help the students to decrease their difficulties in 

English.    
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In LKP Macca Maros, the students have many times to study English more 

than if they study English in school actu ally. As a result, the students will study 

English effectively. Nevertheless, study English in LKP  Macca Maros does not 

mean the teacher  face the students without a hitch. Based on my interview, the 

teacher in LKP Macca Maros always find their students  especially at second level 

of Junior High School are not paying attention to their English material. The 

students played in the classroom every time. They always spoke in Bahasa and the 

theme of their conversation is not about the lesson, but outside of it. To be much  

details, the students are extremely enthusiasm in speaking but they cannot 

pronounce the words and cannot say anything by using English well.  

Consequently, they played around the classroom without attracted into the 

materials.    

Furthermore, if there is no action for this matter, it will be raised the 

negative effect for the students.  Particularly, in speaking aspects, the students will 

often quite, out of focus and they will be hate English as the worst effect. For this 

reason, through this research, the researcher can inform the other teachers that 

teacher’sاcreativitiesاcanاbeاapplyاinاstimulatingاtheاstudentsاtoاspeakاduringاtheا

class.اTeacher’sاpowerاtoاassistاtheاstudentsاspeakingاcomprehensionاisاteacher’sا

creativities. Assa (2015:83) stated that creative means that the teacher has the 

ability to create the learning activities in various level of learning activities to 

sufficient the various need for each students.  Furthermore,اtheاstudents’اinterestا

inاspecialاsubjectاaccordingاtoاtheirاteacher’sاcreativities.ا 
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To be much concerned, there is a previous research that discuss about the 

teacher’sا creativities.ا Itا hasا aا bigا influenceا toا stimulateا studentsا inا learning.  

Nayuntaا(2015:3)اinاhisاqualitativeاresearch,اheاstatedاthatاteacher’sاcreativitiesاinا

teaching the materials are extremely has a big influence in students 

comprehension in study, the more creative teacher in present the material the 

students will be easy to understand the English lesson.   

Simply a few teacher can guide their students. Some of them, find difficulty to 

stimulate their students to become active and want to speak English in class.  For 

instance, the teacher of LKP Macca Maros, one of the course located in Maros. 

They have prominent problems to help their students to be brave in speaking 

English.   

Based on the explanations above, the researcher excited to establisha 

research.ا ا Theا researchا willا beا focusedا onا teacher’sا creativitiesا andا students’ا

speaking ability. As a result, the researcher will be established a descriptive 

qualitative thesis in titled“ Studyا ا ofا ا Teacher’sا ا Creativitiesا ا toا Stimulateا

Students’اSpeakingاAbilityااforاtheاSecondاLevelاofااJuniorاHighاSchoolاinاLKPا

(Lembaga KursusاdanاPelatihan)اMaccaااMaros”.ا 

B. Research Questions 

This research study is motivated by the following questions:  

Whatا kindsا ofا creativitiesا ofا theا teacherا inا stimulatingا theا students’ا

speaking ability? 
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C. Research Objectives 

To find out the kinds of creativitiesاofاtheاteacherاinاstimulatingاstudents’ا

speaking ability?  

D. Research Significance 

 The output of this research is extremelyexpected to find out some 

significances of teaching and learning speaking as follows: 

1. Theoretical Significances 

This research willاbeاconductedاtoاdetectاtheاteacher’sاcreativitiesاthatاuseا

inا stimulateا students’ا speakingا abilityا especiallyا forا theا secondا levelا ofا juniorا

highاschoolاstudents.اFurthermore,اafterاfindingاtheاteacher’sاcreativitiesاthatاuseا

inاstimulateاtheاstudents’اspeaking ability, the researcher does hope it will help the 

teacher to has the various ways to make the students has the ability in speaking.  

2. Practical Significances 

a. Significances for Teachers 

 Through this research, the researcher does hope the teacher or lecturer will 

recognizeا andا applyا theا teacher’sا creativitiesا toا stimulateا students’ا speakingا

ability. For this reason, the teacher or lecturer will have the various and interesting 

way in teaching, especially for speaking class.     

b.  Significances for Students 

  From this research, the researcher expected that the students will  active 

and enjoy to speak English during the class, if the teacher uses their creativities in 

teaching. 
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c. Significances for the researchers 

  Hopefully this research can help the next researcher to commit her/his 

research as a comparative study or reference. 

E. Research Scope 

The scope of this research is the kinds of teacher creativities that use in the 

classroomاtoاstimulateاtheاstudents’اspeakingااability based on the second level of 

juniorا highا schoolا studentsا inا LKPا ا MaccaMarosا andا theا students’ا speakingا

activeness during the class. To be much concern, speaking activeness that the 

researcherااmeanاisاtheاstudents’اactivitiesاinاshareاtheirاideas,اcommunicateاwithا

the teacher and many other speaking activities. 

F. Operational Definition of Terms 

1. Teacher’sاcreativitiesا 

Based on the researcher, creative is the someone ability to create 

something new or make something that have existed before become more 

interesting.ا Teacher’sا creativities means that the teacher who has the ability to 

make something new in the classroom or create interesting material until the 

teacher can create comfortable situation during the class. As the result, the 

students will be more active in learning prcess. 

From theاdefinition,اitاisاnotااeasyاtoاbecomeاaاcreativeاteacher.اTeachers’ا

creativities are purely a big ability in human being. Creativities exist from our 

effort to become a creative person. 
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2. Speaking Ability 

 Speaking  is one of  a productive skill category. Moreover,speaking is an 

ability to produce the language through oral communication, especially producing 

words, sentences and dialogues . However, speaking ability is skill or power to 

express ideas, opinions or message orally. In addition, speaking will facilitate us 

to express ourselves through the words and sentences. To be much detail,  we can 

find out some information, share ideas and many more  through speak with the  

Other people.
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CHAPTER II 

REVIEW of RELATED LITERATURE 

 

A number of researchers have already reported on their research about 

speaking.  

Some of those following findings are : 

A. Some Previous Research 

1. Findings about Creativities 

Nayuntaا(2015:3)ااinاhisاresearch,اheاstatedاthatاteacher’sاcreativitiesا

in teaching the materials are extremely has a big influence in students 

comprehension in study, the more creative teacher in present the material 

the students will be easy to understand the English lesson. Wulandari 

 creativities hasاteacher’sاtheاthatاresearchاherاinاconcludedاsheا(2010:60)

theاhugeا influenceا toاstimulateا theاstudents’اachievementا inا theirاlesson.ا

This research has the connectivity with this research.  

Moreover, Ahbab (2011:51) concluded in his research teaching and 

learning process in speaking skill that the teaching aids such as pictures, 

audio, and concrete physical objects are used to help the students 

understand the lesson more clearly.  

2. Findings about Speaking 

Sudiana (2010:14) in her experimental research, she focused on 

implementation of role play teaching method on the speaking ability.  In 

the end of her research, she found that the implementation of role play 
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teachingا canا improveا studentsا ا‘ speakingا ability.ا ا Furthermore,ا Nirwanaاا

(2005:48) in her experimental research concluded that the use of given 

questions of selected stories as one of the learning techniques could 

developاtheاstudents’اspeakingاperformanceاinاtheاclassroom.ا 

In Irianti (2011: 15)  she concluded in her research that the using 

teacher’sا innovativeا toا requestا ا theا studentsا toا useا aا role play technique 

can be used in speaking class. The result of  her research is the role play 

has the huge role especially for speaking skill. That is the role play can 

facilitate the students to be able to speak English during the class.     

As the conclusion, a various ofا researchers’ا findingsا above showed 

that,اtheاteacher’sاaspectاinاthisاcaseاteacher’sاcreativities,اhaveاaاbigاroleا

toاhelpاstudents’اcomprehensionاinاstudyاEnglish.اThisاpreviousاresearchا

has the similarity with this research. The equation is equally  the influence 

ofا teacher’sا creativities.ا ا ا Inا addition,ا teacher’sا creativitiesا canا makeا

students  understand and want to speak Englishduring the class. Including 

use the media, role play and specific technique in learning process. Those 

ways proved that it can help the students easier to speak. English in the 

classroom. Although, in this research the researcher does not make any 

limitation in learning, such only use the media, role play or specific 

technique in teaching.  As the effort to stimulateاstudent’sاspeakingاabilityاا 

But more than that, in this research, the teacher has the freedom to do 

and to use anything based on her/his creativities. In relation to this 
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research,اheاresearcherاwillاexamineاtheاteacher’sاcreativitiesاtoاstimulateا

students’اspeakingاability.ا 

B. Some Pertinent Ideas 

1. Nature of Speaking  

Speaking is a productive skill.  As such, its development is undertaken 

in term of activity after the receptive skill of listening and reading 

comprehension. In addition, speaking and writing are always behind of the 

receptive skill.  However, speaking and listening in terms of medium relate 

to the language expressed the visual medium.   

Speaking in terms of usage oral communication in expressing ideas to 

the other people as partner of conversation.  It means, the speaker has a big 

probability to express his ideas through the language.  

In the speaking class,  the students are expected to contribute ideas, 

information, opinion and feeling to the others. The more practice to talk 

facilitate the students to be brave in speaking.   

a. The definition of speaking 

 Donoughا andا Shawا statedا thatا “Thereا areا someا reasonsا forا

speaking involved  ideas and opinions: expressing a wish or desire to 

do something; negotiating and solving a particular problem; or 

establishing and maintaining social relationship and friendships. 

Therefore, as a language skill, speaking becomes an important 

component toaster by the students as the main tool of verbal 
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communication because it is the way to express ideas and opinions 

directly what we have in our mind.   

 Ahbab  (2011:17) stated that, speaking is the process of building and 

sharing meaning through the use of verbal and non-verbal symbols. 

Speaking is a crucial part of second language learning and teaching. 

Speaking is one of the most difficult aspects for students to master. 

This is hardly surprising when one considers everything that is 

involved when speaking: ideas, what to say, language, how to use 

grammar and vocabulary, pronunciation as well as listening to and 

reacting to the person you are communicating with.  

  Inاtheاendاofاhisاresearch,اheااfoundاthatااbyاusingاteacher’sا

creativityا inا speakingا area,ا itا willا stimulateا theا students’ا speakingا

ability and teacher will make the students become active in speak 

English and has the ability in speaking.  

2. Findings about Creativities 

a. Definition of  Creativities 

Konder (2012:2) stated that creativity of a teacher can be seen in 

his performance during the teaching learning process and in his daily 

activities.  Creative teachers are able to perform his teaching learning 

process effectively by combining various contextual instructional 

materials, instructional strategies, instructional media and real-life 

experiences.  
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Richard  and Moore in Konder (2012:2) argue that the ability of a 

teacher to prepare such teaching models has a positive effect on 

learner motivation because real needs and interest of learners are 

fulfilled and the learners themselves are engaged in the teaching 

learning process. This implies that teacher creativities are directly 

relatedاtoاtheاwayاtheyاserveاlearnersاasاtheاresultsاofاlearners’اneedsا

analysis. 

Furthermore, Starko (2005:09) stated that it is easy to consider the 

essential role of creativity in bringing joy and meaning to the human 

condition—without creativity we have no art, no literature, no science, 

no innovation, no problem solving, no progress.   

It is perhaps less obvious that creativity has an equally essential 

role in schools. The processes of creativity parallel those of learning.  

Recent calls for authentic activities, teaching for understanding, and 

real-world problem solving all require engaging students with content 

in flexible and innovative ways. Students who uses content in creative 

ways learn the content well  They also learn strategies for identifying 

problems, making decisions, and finding.  

Sternberg  in Muzaki, (2010) stated  that, creativity is a process 

which requires the balance and the application of these three essential 

aspects of intelligence analytical, creative and practical, some aspects 

of which when used will give birth combinative and balanced 

intelligence success.  
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Furthermore, from those statement above, the researcher can find 

that to become a creative thinker, it does not mean that the thinker 

become more clumsy. But in contrast, the thinker (the teacher) can 

think anything that possible to do and possible to create. So that, the 

creativity will be create perfectly. In conclusion, severalا researchers’ا

finding above describe that using teacher’sاcreativity can help students 

to speak English effectively. The following pertinent ideas will guide 

the research to be undertaken   

b. Role of  Creativities in Education 

Many experts express their opinions about the concept of 

creativity.   Including the benefits and the impact for people in their 

life. Parnes in Muzaki, (2010:10) reveals that creative ability can be 

raised through the issues that kinds of creativities behavior  as 

follows: 

1)  Fluency (Smooth) 

The ability to express ideas that is have the similarity as the 

problem solving.  

2)  Flexibility 

The ability to produce a wide range of sorts of ideas   to solve a 

problem beyond the usual categories. 

3)  Originality (Authenticity) 

Which is the ability to provide a unique response extraordinary. 
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4) Elaboration (the detail)  

The ability to express  the detailed briefing ideas to create the 

ideas into reality.   

5) Sensitivity 

The sensitivity to capture and generate the problems as 

response of the situation.    

c. Habits of Creative People 

1) Be open 

  One major custom creative person is the attitude open to all kinds 

of ideas, ideas and thoughts, ranging from the straight to the relatively 

controversial. This contrasts the tendency of most people who just 

accept things. Preferably, desirable, and not in conflict with himself.  

Habit is what condition the mind of creative people always open, 

sensitive, and ready to accept new things.  It makes easy to adapt and 

respond positively (positive thinking) various forms of change around 

him.  This excess of creative people produced various changes, new 

technological discoveries, or spectacular works that emerged from the 

creative process.  

2)  Dare to try 

 Nothing can surpass the courage of creative people in 

experimenting with new things, even things that are foreign or things 

which looks absurd.  In line with its attitude of open and desire to 

know a great, creative people are always trying a lot of things the new 
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one.  By trying, creative people find a lot of new things, solving a 

puzzle or mystery that made him curious, and certainly. A desire to 

satisfy curiosity so great. Experience try is something that is very 

valuable for creative people . The next habit is no less important that 

loves a challenge. 

3) Love a challenge 

 Creative people are the masters in create enthusiasm and 

motivation from within and from outside he can create personal 

challenges, and the challenges will be part of self-actualization of 

creative people.  Welcoming the challenge, meaning opportunity to 

confirm his identity.  While avoiding or skipping challenge, always 

means expressing foundation of self-confidence and the existence and 

responded strong challenge from the outside.  Challenge always 

harass, interfere with the creative. At the same time, challenges a 

source of tremendous energy that raced away for the brave face, even 

beat the challenge  

4) Processing 

 Creative people will not be willing to let things go or in such 

circumstances. Such as ordinary, and satisfy the people conservative. 

They tend to be independent in their activities and always enter the 

spirit "personality" in the process. They also constantly challenged to 

cultivate internal and external aspects in order achieving results 
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according to estimates and imagination better, worth, unique, and the 

more discerning traveler.   

5)  Imaginative 

Imagination is a terrible divine gift that just awarded, God Almighty 

to his favorite creatures, the human race. Imagination is a breath of 

creativity, no imagination there is no creativity. With imagination of 

creative people capable of creating a world that is not limited by the 

dimensions of time (past, present, and future).  

According to Oxford, imagination is ability to form pictures  or ideas 

in the mind, especially of interesting things. This term is technically 

used in psychology as the process of rebuilding the perception of an 

object is first given the perception of understanding. Since the use of 

this term is contrary to that belongs to ordinary language, some 

psychologists over this process mention that as "describe" or "picture" 

or as a reproduction as opposed to the imagination "productive" or 

"constructive". With the power of imagination that will assist students 

in  learning. 

6) Love Variation 

Creative people are accustomed to think of alternatives, presenting 

options and variations. Furthermore, several things seem so boring 

quickly. But their boredom is not simple boredom, boredom the 

solution depends on the resources of fulfillment outside himself.  

Boredom creative people is boredom challenging and moving him to 
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discover new things, to empower sources, potential, and its own 

merits. Teacher who are creative will perform variations thing to 

decrease the boredom of the students during the class. 
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CHAPTER III 

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

 

G. Research Method 

  The research method in this research used the survey method. Dalen in 

Arikunto ( 2013:156) , stated that survey is a part of descriptive that aim to find 

out the position (status), phenomenon (symptons) and establish the status 

similarities by comparing with the standard that has been determined before. 

Moreover, this research used the survey descriptive method that describe purely 

the result obtained from the object of research. The collecting data of this method 

can be done by interview, questionnaire, observation and document data.  

  Furthermore, Dalen in Arikuto (2013:153) stated that the kinds of the  

survey consists of five as follows:  

1. School survey 

2. Job analysis 

3. Document analysis 

4. Public opinion survey 

5. Community survey  

  For more details,  this survey research was school survey. Arikunto 

(2013:153)  stated that  school survey aims to increase the efficiency and 

effectivities of the education. The problem of this school survey is related to the 

learning situation, learning and teaching situation, the learning and teaching 

process, the educational characteristic, theاstudents’اcondition and several things 

that support the learning process.   
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  In this research, the researcher described totality theا kindsا ofا teacher’sا

creativities thatا stimulatedا students’ا speakingا abilityا byا using  survey method. 

Furthermore, through this method, the researcher explored  this research in depth, 

because the object is engaged in research in the fieldاofاteacher’sاcreativities.اا 

H. Research Subject   

  In this research, the researcher selected one teacher and the second level of 

junior high school students in LKP  Macca Maros. To be much details, this study 

focusedا onا describingا theا teacher’sا creativitiesا inا teachingا speakingا classا thatا

simulate the students to speak during the class. The main subject in this research 

is the creative teacher because it is very match for this research.  

1. Research Instrument  

The researcher utilized two kinds of instrument below  : 

1. Interview  

Arikunto (2015:194) stated that, interviews are often referred to as the 

interview or oral questionnaire is a dialogue conducted by the interviewer to 

obtain information from interviewees. Interviews are used by researchers to 

examine the state of a person, for example to find data on background variables 

pupils, parents, education, attention, attitude towards something. 

In this research,  the researcher  used the structure interview. The interview 

sessions conducted in a structured format, and consists of six questions   and 

recorded by the audio-taped for the transcription.  A series of  six interview 

questions have prepared to detect  some data about what kinds of creativities the 

teacher used in stimulating the students to become active in speaking during the 
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class.More than that, the researcher will interview one teacher and all the students 

in one speaking class in LKP. Macca Maros. Through this interview, the 

researcher using this instrument to facilitate the researcher to do the next 

instrument for this research. 

2. Observation  

Nasution in Sugioyono (2015:310) stated that observation is the basic of all 

science. The scientist simply can work based on the data, that is the fact of the real 

world in which get from the observation. In this research, the researcher will be 

used the nonparticipant observation. In nonparticipant observation, the researcher 

is not meddle directly in the observation field and simply as an independent 

observer. 

  The guideline of observation is consisted of a list of the teacher’sا andا

students’اmainاactivitiesاduring the class. On the other hand, this observations was 

conducted by researcher using observation instruments. This observation 

instrument consists of a sheet of observation.  Beside that, the researcher used a 

handy camera and some notes to record  the teaching and learning process. As a 

result, it could identified whatاkindsاofاteacher’s creativities use in stimulating the 

studentsا toا speakا inا theا classا ا andا theا extentsا ofا ا theا teacher’sا creativitiesا inا

stimulating the students to become active in speaking class. 

2. Data Collection Procedure  

There were two steps of data collection used in this research.  The first step 

is interview, it was the first techniques which did outside of the class to get 

sharping data of the case. The researcher decided to get data from the interviewee 
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outside the class, to make them relax and have their privacy in answering the 

researcher’sاquestions.اTheاsecondاandاtheاlastاstepاinاcollectingاdataاprocedureاisا

observation. The researcher observed the teacher and the students in the classroom 

in teaching and learning process. For this reason, the researcher will find out the  

natural and equivocal data from this observation step. Subsequently, the 

researcher will use a handy camera for recording and observation sheet to 

facilitate the researcher in this data collection procedure.   

3.  Data Analysis Technique   

The technique of analysis data uses in this research as follow:  

1. Data reduction  

 The activity of data collection is the the process of sorting and selecting the 

relevant data or not relevant  data to the research conducted. Thus, the researcher 

simply will find out the required data that refers to the this research. On the other 

hand, data reduction is process of simplification and transformation data from the 

written form data through editing, segmenting, and summarizing data.     

2. Data display 

The next techniques is data display. Data displays organizes, compress and 

assemble information. Because, qualitative data are typically The forms of 

qualitative data display include types of matrices, graphs, charts, or networks. The 

function of these types of data display is to perform accessible, compact, and 

organize information of the data. The researcher will classify the data of the 

students’اwritingاandاdisplayاthemاinاinformativeاtables.اTheاorderlyاinformationا

gives impossibility in order to make conclusion and take action.  
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3. Data Verification/conclusion 

The meanings that is tested the validity, strength, and exactly in the really 

as a data validity. 
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 CHAPTER IV 

FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION 

 

 

A. Findings  
 

This chapter deals with finding and discussion. The result of the data 

analysis is presented in the findings part and further explaination is presented in 

discussion part. Fidings of this research were the answer to the research problem 

that the researcher assign earlier, were there was two items formulation of the 

research problem. To have clear descriptions on the finding of the kinds of 

teacher’sاcreativities,اtheاfollowingاareاtheاextractsاofاthemاtakenاfromاtheاresultsا

of the oral transcription transcription. All the data from this study were described 

according to the focus of the research questions. That is what kinds of tea cher’sا

creativitiesاinاstimulatigاtheاstudents’اspeakingاability.  

Thereا areا fourا bigا lineا ofا theا kind’sا ofا teacher’sا creativitiesا thatا canا

stimulateاtheاstudents’اspeakingاability.ا 

1. Techniques  

a. Repeat the difficult words 

Theا firstا techniqueا fromا theا teacherا usedا inا stimulatingا theا students’ا

speaking ability during the class is repaet the difficult words. This teachique was 

utilized to provoke the students to become active to speak in the classroom. The 

example of the difficult words are appropriate, subsquently, implementated, 

comfortble and enthusiasm. The teacher asked all the students one by one about 

what the difficult words that the students found from the the conversation of 

native speaker. The teacher pronounce those difficult words and after that the 
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studentsاrepeatاafterاtheاteacher.اTheاwordا“appropriate”اisاrepeatedاsevenااtimes.ا

Furthermoreا theا“subsquently”ا isا repeatedاsixا times.اTheاwordا“implementated”ا

is repeated five times. Theا“comfortable”اisاrepeatedاfiveاtimesاandاtheاlastاwordا

“enthsiasm”اisاrepeatedاfiveاtimesاeither.ا 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1 : Teacher showed to the students how to pronounce those 

difficult words well. 

Figure 1 showed that the teacher asked the students to repeat the difficult 

words. The teacher showed to the students how to pronounce those difficult words 

well. It was the technique that the  teacher used  during the class. Based on the 

reearcher question about the creativities that the teacher used during the learnig 

process to stimulate the students speaking ability. The teacher answered the 

researcher’sاquestion:اا“Theاtechniques?اTheyاare,اforاtheاfirst,اIاalwaysاaskاmyا

students to repeat the difficult  words until theyا canا ا pronounceا ا themا well”.ا 

(Interview of the teacher in LKP. Macca Maros, February 3
rd 

, 2017) 
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Moreover, the students asked by the researcherabout the reasons why they 

likeا toاbeا اtaughtا اbyا thisاcreativeا teacher.اBelowاtheاfirstاstudents’اanswerا thatا

showed about the teacher: 

Iاlikeاma’amاNWاbecauseاtheاma’amاNWاpronunciationاisاveryاniceاandا

easyاtoاunderstand.اMa’amاNWاalsoاteachاusاhowاpronounceاtheاwordsاinا

a good way. ( Interview of the 1
st
 students in LKP. Macca Maros, 

February, 2
nd

 2017)  

 

 Furthermore the activities of those pictures cn be validated either through 

the observation that conducted on February, 2
nd

 2017 LKP. Macca, Maros. This 

observation showed the teacher and the students core activities during the learning 

and teaching process.  

1) Teacher Core Activities 

 

The fisrt, the teacher  played  the video only three times by sig laptop and 

speaker in the classroom. After that, teacher asked the students one by one to 

share their work (answer) after listening the conversation from native 

speakers.Next, teacher tell he students what the conversation totally about one by 

one. Teacher did not point the students who have to speak first, but the teacher ask 

he students that who wants to be the first one to share to the other teacher about 

heir answers. Teacher give the all students appreciation because they did their 

assignment well. The teacher did not forget to ask the students what are the most 

difficult words to pronounce. At the end the teacher showed to the students how to 

prnounce the difficult words well. 

2). Students Core Activities 

The first, the students keep the class silent, and listen carefully to e sound 

of video, they have three times chance to listen the sound of video. Next, the 
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studentsا writeاandا answerا theا teacher’sاorderا onا theا paper. Then students share 

tell the teacher and share their answer to the other students. The students tell the 

teacher about the most difficult words to pronounce. After that, students follow 

the teacher pronounce and instruction to pronounce the difficult words by using 

theاteacher’sا“mouth technique”. 

b. Asking the Students about their Personal Problem or Activities 

The second technique that the teacher used to stimulate the students to 

become active to speak during the class is ask the students about their personal 

problem or activities. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2 : The teacher asked the students about their personal problem or 

activities  

 The picture above showed that the teacher asked the students about their  

personal problem, and their activities in daily life. That was the one of some 
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techniques that the teacher used in the classroom.  According to the interviewed  

by the researcher  with the the teacher, teacher said that: 

Second, I always ask them about their personal problem, activities or 

something they know well. Consequently, they can express their ideas and 

opinion because that their own problem. So, it makes them not under 

pressure to speak during the class. 

 

For instance the teacher asked the students about what did you do before 

come to the LKP. Macca Maros. The teacher gave the NK student questionا“Whyا

didاyouاlookاsoاsadاtoday?”.اTheاsecondاstudentsاsaidاthat:ا“Hmm…NoاMa’am.ا

I’mاjustاtired,اbutاhonestlyاma’amاIاfeelاaاlittleاbitاsadاbecauseاofاmyاsmartphoneا

wasاbroke,اnotاallاbutاtheاmonitorاofاmyاphoneاgotاtissue”ا(Observationاofاthe2ا
nd

 

in LKP. Macca Maros on February, 6
th

 2017 ) 

Theا teacherا replaidا theا ا thirdا studentا withا smileا andا said:ا “Ohا gotا it’sا

okayا justا sayا toا yourا ا momا orا dadا andا buyا aا newا oneا hahaha”.ا Afterا that,ا theا

teacherا askedا theا HKا studentsا “Whatا didا youا doا beforeا comeا inا LKP. Macca 

Maros”.اTheاHKاstudentsاansweredاthatا“Ohاyeahma’amاIاhaveاeaten,اaاbigاpizzaا

beforeاIاcomeاinاhereاandاmeetاyouاall.اSo,اIاreallyاhappyاandاIاwon’tاstopاsmileا

becauseا itا wasا suchا aا guiltyا pleasureا forا me.ا Eventhoughا I’llا getا becomeا fatا

wkwkwk”.ا(Observation of third student in LKP. Macca Maros on 6th  February 

اTheا.(2017 teacher’sا repliedاtheاfourthاstudentsاwithاwideاsmileا toاthatاstudentsا

andاsaid:ا“Ohاpleaseاshareاmeاyourاpizzaاnextاtime”.ا(Observationاof4ا
th  

student 

in LKP. Maccca Maros on February  6
th

 2017). 

 Theا teacherا askedا theا firstا studentsا “Whyا didا youا soا calmا today?ا Heyا

c’monاit’sاnotاyouااBro.اIsاthereاanyاproblem?اJustاshareاwithاusاcmonاhahaha”.ا
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The first students answered the teacher’sا questionsا afterا aا few minute. The 

student said that:ا“Noاma’amاitاwasاjustاaاcomonاproblem.اBut,اmaybeاIاdoاtooا

muchا toاfaceا themا all.ا Butا don’tا worryا ma’amا youا stillا lookا beautiful,ا elegant,ا

likeاusual.اTheاteacherاansweredا“Ohاyeah,اIاstillاwantاtoاeverythingا,اbutاyouاcallا

me beautiful plus elegeantاlikeاusual.اSo…it’sاokayاifاyouاdoاnotاwantاsayاtoاus.ا

Justاkeepاitاforاyou.اIاdoاhopeاyouاwillاfindاoutاyourاproblem”ا(Observationاofاtheا

1
st
 in LKP.Macca Maros on February 6th  February 2017). 

The interviewed by the researcher  with the all students, the researcher 

gaveاtheاااstudentsاquestionاaboutاtheاmaterialاthatاstudents’اlike in their level and 

teach by the teacher. Furthermore, the students with the second and the fifth 

stdudents   haveا theاanswerاshowedا thatا theا teacher’sا techniqueا inا thisاcaseا the 

teacher ask the students about their personalities.اTheاfirstاstudentااsaidاthat:ا  I“ا

like conversation. Because I like to speak and tell my teacher about my 

experiences, my day and say anything to them. So that, I can practice my speaking 

skill effectively”. Theا secondا studentsا statedا that:ا ا “I like discussion class. 

Because we can practice our ability in speaking, we can tell anyone about our 

assumptionاbasedاonاtheاtopicاdiscussion.اI’mاnotاaاtalkativeاgirl,اbutاthroughاtheا

discussion session, I can speak longer than if I learn listening, tenses and many 

more”ا(InterviewاwithاtheاstudentsاonاFebruary2اا
nd

 2017 in LKP. Macca Maros). 

Besides, the other interwiew to all students the researcher gave the 

question how often the students speak  English as long as learn in LKP. Macca 

Maros and tought by the teacher. The sixth student said that:  “Often,ا butا notا

everyday. But almost every meeting we have speak English, as English day. It 
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madeا meا confidenceا toا speakا andا madeا practiceا itا everyday”.ا Thereا wereا two 

students have the answer that can proved those picture. The fourth students either 

saidا“Iاalwaysاsih…اespeciallyاifاtheاteacherاaskاmeاanyاinterestingاquestionsاandا

delivered    many cute materials”.اTheاlastاansweredاfromاtheاsecondاstudents,اsheا

saidا “I do often use my English or speak  English as long as I learn in LKP. 

Macca Maros. Almost in every minute in every meeting. Because I like the 

teacher and she always ask me about the interesting thing, so I like to answer her 

by using English”ا (Interviewا with the students in LKP. Macca Maros, on 

February 2
nd

 2017) 

Based on the observation, on February  6
th

  2017.  The researcher  found 

that the teacher asked the students about their personal problem or activities in the 

first activity in the classroom. The teacher start the class with relax atmosphere 

and condition with simple and interesting questions. Furthermore, the students 

answeredاtheاteacher’sاquestionsاwithاhappyاface.اThisاbelowاtheاobservationاthatا

the researcher have conducted through observed theا teacher’sاandاstudents’اcoreا

activities. 

 

 ActivitiesاTeacher’sا.(1

First, teacher asked all the students about their day and feeling. After that, 

teacher asked the student one by one about their feeling and day at the day. In this 

step the teacher start to use the tricks to stimulate students to speak English during 

the class. Then,  in conversation between teacher with one student one by one, the 
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teacher fully using English in their conversation and the teacher asked the students 

deeply about their day or problem that day. 

 Activitiesا’StudentsاTheا.(2

The first,  students make a little conversation with the teacher and 

answeredا teacher’sا questionا aboutا their. The activities or problem that the they 

face that day one by one. Next, the students answered theا teacher’sا questionsا

freely, subsequently the students can say anything about their activities without a 

fear and relax and laughing with the other students and teacher.   

a. Ask them to memorize or learn hard song 

 The third technique that the teaher used inاstmulateاtheاstudents’اspeakingا

ability is asked the stdents to memorize the hard song. For instance, Fireflies song, 

Fight Sond and Flashlight song. The media that the teacher used to support the 

material that were laptop, speaker and paper of blank lyrics. (Observation 

February 15
th

  2017 in LKP. Macca Maros). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3: The students listening to the difficult song 
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The figure 3 showed that the students listening to the music. After that, the 

NW teacher give the students direction to memorize the song. It was the technique 

thatا theا NWا teacherا usedا inا duringا theا classا toا stimulateا students’ا speakingا

ability. Based on the interviewed by the researcher  with the teacher on 2
nd

  

February 2017. The teacher said that:  

Third, in teaching pronunciation, I ask my students to memorize or learn 

by hard the song. So, they can pronounce the word based on the singer 

pronunciation ( native ) and they can pronounce it by relaxed. Because 

they are singing. 

 

 Below the teacher and the students activities duing the learning and 

teaching process dutring the class.  

 ActivitiesاCoreاTeacher’sا.(1

The first, teacher giave the students instruction related to the material that 

day, he material that was Listening to the music. After that,  teacher spred the 

“Fillا inا theا blankا song”ا paperا toا allا theا studentsا adا playا theا materialا byا usingا

laptop and speaker I front of  the students. Then, teacher give and played the song. 

Next, the teacher  asked the students to listen the carefully. And then, the teacher 

give the students direction that the students need to prepare their paper to write 

down anything, including any words or sentences that they heard. After that, the 

teacher  played  the song only three times. Then, teacher asked the students to sing 

a song together. Next, teacher asked the students to wrote their answers one by 

one on the whiteboard 

And then, teacher chcked the all answers of the students. The last,  them to sing a 

song together again untl the students can memorize the song.  
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 Core Activitiesا’Studentsا.(2 

 Firstly, The students prepared their paper to write their answered related 

toا theا teacher’sاorderاbyا listeningا theا to the music. After that, the students keep 

the class silent, and listen carefully to the sound of video, they have three times 

chance to listen the sound of video. Next, the students fill the blank lyrics on the 

“Fillاinاtheاblanks”اpaper.اThen students sing the song toether. Next,  wrote their 

answers one by one on whiteboard.  Moreover,  students sang the song together 

wih all the students in the classroom. The last, the students tell the teacher about 

the most difficult words to pronounce. (Observation in LKP. Macca on February 

15
th

 2017) 

b. Used The Outdoor Learning  

 The fourth technique utilized by the teacher s outdoor learnig. The teacher 

used this teachniqe to provoke the students to speak and become active during the 

class. The outdoor location that the teachrer chosed for the speaking class was in 

the chilly for example under the tree. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4: The teacher used the outdoor learning  
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The figure above showed that the teacher used the outdoor learning with 

the students.  That was the techniqueاthatاtheاteacherاusedاstimulateاtheاstudents’ا

speaking ability. Those facts are validated from the researcher questions about the 

creativities that the teacher used during the learning process to simulate the 

studentsاtoاspeakاinاtheاclassroom.اTheاteacherاsaidاthatا“اFourth,اIاusedاoutdoorا

learning, they mention about the activities in outside that they see at the time and 

after that, they have to explain.”ا (Interviewا witا theا teacherا inا SMPN.ا ا4

Bantimurung on February 2
nd

 2017) 

 There were various activities that happened from the outdoor learning. For 

this reason the researcher attached the teacher and the students core activities 

during the class.  Below the teacher and the students actvities during the learnig 

and teaching process: 

 اActivitiesاCoreاTeacher’sا.(1 

First, teacher gave the students directions to make a little cyrcle. Second, 

the teacher  asked the students to listen the carefully . Third, the teacher give the 

students direction that the students need to prepare their paper to write down any 

kind of activities arround them with their own words.  After that,  teacher asked 

the students to look around them and looking for the activities. Then,  teacher 

gave he students 25 minutes to write and to explain the activities that they saw. 

Next, teacher asked the students one by one to tell the teacher and the other 

students about what they have writen on their book without look their book 
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 Core Activitiesا’Studentsا.(2

The first, the studentsاlistenاtoاtheاteacher’sاinstructionاaboutاlookingاforا

their around and wrote any kinds of activities that they saw. The second, the 

students prepared their paper to write their answered related to theاteacher’sاorder.  

The third, the students used their time for 25 minutes to do the assignment. Next, 

the students tell the teacher and the other students about what they have written on 

their book. The last, the students got the applause from the  teacher. (Observation 

in LKP. Macca Maros   17
th

 February 2017) 

c. Bring them to the cinema 

 One of the teacher’s creativities that teacher used to stimulate the 

students’ا speakingا abilityا ا wasا bringا theا studentsا toا theا cinema to wtch the 

western movie such as Spiderman, Finding Dory and Home. The researcher gave 

the teacher teacher question about  creativities that the teacher used during the 

learning process to simulate the students to speak in the classroom. The teacher 

saidا that:ا “Fifth, I bring them to the cinema to learn and listen about the good 

pronunciation according to the movie that they have watched. As we know that, a 

goodاspeakerاisاaاgoodاlistener”.ا(Interviewاwithاtheاteacher2ا
nd

  February 2017 in 

LKP.Macca Maros) 

Furthermore, the researher found that the students have the interest to this 

technique. The researcher conducted the interview with the all students and the 

studentsاsaidاthat:ا“I like the movie session. Especially when the teacher bring us 

to the cinema in Makassar. I can learn many words and accent if I watching movie 
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and I think it is very useful and deeply help me toاspeakاwellا inاmyاdailyا life”. 

(Interview with he students in LKP. Macca Maros on  February 2
nd

 2017) 

d.   Using game during the class  

  The  teacher, only used one game in her speaking class. Besides, this 

game is the effective game that the NW teacher often use for her students. Even 

though, this game is the old game that we usually find out, but the students still 

like this game because of the name of this game make created by the  teacher. 

Normally  TTS that the people  usually find is Teka Teki Silang, but the game in 

LKP. Macca version is TTM (Teka Teki Macca). Subsequently, it was more 

special and specific for the students. Based on the researcher interviee with the 

teacher,ا sheا saidا thatا “Using TTM ( Teka-teki Macca) the students like this 

games,اbutاIاuseاthisاgameاrarely”. 

The teacher answer, showed that the teacher usually used a game during 

the class. For this reason, the students like to did the game, espeacially TTM ( 

Teka Teki Macca ) game. As the result, the NW teacher used the game to make 

the students happy during the class particukarly for speaking class that the NW 

teacher taught in LKP. Macca Maros.   

The researcher conducted the observation on February 16
th

 2017 and the 

researcher find that the NW teacher implementated the game during the class. As 

the result, the student became active in speaking class immediately. Below the 

resul of the observation. 
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1). Teacher’sاCoreاActivities 

 The first, Teacher divided the students into the two groups, the group 

consist of four students. The second, the teacher draw the TTM on the whiteboard. 

The  third, the teacher told the students the rules of the game ( who wants answer 

the TTM have to raise their hand and keep quite ). After that, the teacher asked the 

all groups to pay attentionاtoاtheاteacher’sاclues. Next, the teacher said the clue of 

the questions with aloud voice . Then, teacher chose one students to answer the 

questions by saw who is the fastest raised their hand. After that, If the students has 

the incorrect answer the teacher give the other students opportunities. He last 

activiiy, , which group that earn the highest score that they became the winner. 

 ActivitiesاCireا’Studentsا.(2

The first,  students devided theirselves in to two group. Second,  one group 

consist of four students. Theا third,ا ا studentsا listenا carefullyا onا theا teacher’sا

instructions and rules accroding o the game that day. The fourth,  students who 

has the answer, they have to raise their hand quickly and which group had the 

correct answer they had the correct answer they got one hundred score. Aftert that, 

the students that raise hand, she/he should mention the answer with loud voice in 

front of the teacher and all the student. After time was up the students prepare to 

leaveاtheاclassroomاandاansweredاtheاteacher’sاsalam. 

2. Teaching method 

a. Communicative Language teaching 

    The teacher used the communicative language teaching in the first 

meeting of the observaton that cnducted by the researcher. The observation on on 
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3
rd

  February 2017. showed that the using of communicative lanuage teaching 

could provoke and stimulqte the students to become active and speak during the 

class. The teacher used the Communicative learni teaching. The teacher asked the 

students about their personalities, but the teacher recognise the limitation and the 

boundaries. Subsquently the teacher asked the students with free and the students 

answered the question with honesty. (Observation February 3
rd

 2017 in LKP. 

Macca Maros). Furthermore the researcher found various activities during the 

class.  

 اActivitiesاCoreاTeacher’sا.(1

 First, teacherاdeliveredاtheاmaterialاthatاaboutا“yourاassumptionاaboutاtheا

hotاissueاnowadaysاthatاhappenedاinاIndonesia”اonاtheاpieceاofاpaper. Second, the 

teacher gave the the material on the paper to all the students. Third, the teacher 

gave the students 10 minutes to think about the picture on the paper.  Fourth, 

teacher asked the students one by one to say to her opinion or assumption that 

related to the material in front o the class. After that,  teacher tried to listen and 

understandاwhatاtheاstudents’اassumptionاandاopinionاrelatedاtoاtheاmaterial. The 

last,  that the teacher between the researcher do the discuss until time is over. 

2). The Students’اCore Activities 

The firs, students received the paper that contain the material that day. 

After that,  students prepared their answer ( assumption ) fo 10 minutes. Then, 

students came over in front of the teacher and the studenst and delivered and tell 

to all the people in the lass about their opinion one by one. The next activity, 

students tell the teacher one by one. After the students do the discuss and share 
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their opinion and ideas, the students leave the  time was upclassroom after say 

salam and leave the classroom. (Observation February 3
rd

 2017 in LKP. Macca 

Maros). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7 : The students showed their assignment  

The picture above showed that the condition and the real condition of the 

implementation of the communicative learning teaching. The students had the 

eagerness to speak and share their ideas according to the material that the teacher 

gave to them. (Observation February 3
rd

 2017 in LKP. Macca Maros). 

c. Students Center Learning 

  Students center learning method that the  teacher used in the second 

meeting of the observation class. The media that the utilized by teacher in the 

second meeting were laptop, speaker, and whiteboard. Subsquently, the terial that 
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day was listening to the native speaker conversation. Furthermore the students 

have to paid attention and focus on the native conversation to complete their 

assignment that day. (Observation February 5
th

 2017 in LKP. Macca). Below the 

activities of the teacher and the students in the teaching and learning process. 

  ActivitiesاCoreاTeacher’sا.(1 

 First, teacher give the students instruction related to the material that day, 

he material that was Listening long conversation. The second, teacher play the 

material by using laptop and speaker in front of  the students. Third, eacher give 

and delivered thematerial about daily conversation that  used by native speakers. 

The fourth,  teacher  asked the students to write any words and any sentence that 

they heard from this video. After that,  teacher give the students direction that the 

students need to prepare their paper to write down anything, including any words 

or sentences that they heard. Then, the teacher  play  the video only three times. 

Next, teacher asked the students one by one to share their work (answer) after 

listening the conversation from native speakers. The last, teacher tell  the students 

what the conversation totally about one by one. Teacher did not point the students 

who have to speak first, but the teacher ask he students that who wants to be the 

first one to share to the other teacher about their answers. (Observation February 

5
th

 2017 in LKP. Macca).  

  اActivitiesاCoreا’StudentsاTheا.(2

  The students enter the class and say salam to heir teacher.The students 

take their own seat in the classroom. Then students answered the teacher 

questions about their feeling and condition that day, directly with happy face. 
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After that, studentsاlistenاtoاtheاteacher’sاinstructionاaboutاtheirاlisteningاmaterialا

that day, and the material that day was Listening to long conversation. And then,  

studentsاpreparedاtheirاpaperاtoاwriteاtheirاansweredاrelatedاtoاtheاteacher’sاorderا

by listening the long conversation through the speaker. Furtherore, the students 

keep the class silent, and listen carefully to e sound of video, they have three 

times chance to listen the sound of video. Next, the students write and answer the 

teacher’sاorderاonاtheاpaper. The last, the students share tell the teacher and share 

their answer to the other students. (Observation February 5
th

 2017 in LKP. 

Macca).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure  8 : The student listening the long conversation 

 The pictured described the real situation of the teaching and learning 

process. The teacher  used  the students centre learning with the listening the long 
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conversation material in he classroom. Moreover, the teacher used the computer 

class to began the class.(Observation February 5
th

 2017 in LKP. Macca). 

d. Strategies 

1). Using fine to all the students who did not speak English during the 

class 

  The strategy that the teacher used to stimulate the students’ا toا speakا

during the clas was using fine to all the students who did not speak English at the 

day in the calssroom as long as the learning process. The strategies that the 

teacher implemantated could be found by the researcher through the interview 

with the all the students in the classroom. There was a student with initial ND, the 

studentا statedا thatا “It is often but not always because when the other teacher 

teachesاusاweاcanاbreakاtheاruleاfromاma’amاNW.اForاexampleاweاcanاmixاwithا

Bahasa but the ruleا ofا ma’amا butا theا ma’amا NW’sا rules,ا weا haveا toا payا oneا

thousand rupiah for one mistake words. And I ever did, but just once. So, this is 

myاopinionاaboutاma’amاNW”.ا(InterviewااFebruaryا
2nd 

 2017 in LKP. Macca). 

e. Approach 

1. The Natural Approach 

 The NW teacher took the natural approach to make fun and comfortable 

class. This statemnt have the relevence with the NW teacher statement on the 

interview that the researcher conducted on 2
nd

  February 2017.The statement was: 

The students are ashamed to have mistake in speaking. As the result, the 

become extremely afraid to speak and they lack of vocabularies. Besides, 

they did not want to express their ideas or feeling through the words or 

sentence and show their ability in speaking because they are ashamed to 

get mistake in speaking. Moreover, I got a little bit difficulties to teach 
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them how to pronounce the word well, I is difficult to  use in speaking 

practice . Their dialect also , it is  difficult to change their dialogue to be 

real of native speaker. But, even this patient students come to my class, it 

doesn’tاmatterاasاwell.اBecauseاI’mاprettyاsureاthatاwhenاIاfaceاhimاorاherا

with my hmm maybe you can say it fun and comfy (comfortable) class. 

Insya Allah they will speak up in my class. 

 

 Furthermore, the following statement came with the interview with all the 

students in the classroom. The researcher asked their reason why they like to be 

toughtا byا theا teacher.ا Theا sixthا studentا saidا that:ا “Iا likeا teachا myا ma’amا NWا

because she is friendly, patient and funny. But sometimes I did not like it. 

Because she usually speak smoothly.”ا Theا seventhا student answered that: 

“BecauseاsheاisاsoاfunnyاandاfriendlyاIاneverاfeelاboredاifاthisاma’amاteachاmeاIا

my class. She always made us laughing, smiling and she can cheer me up in my 

day at the time.” 

 Besidesاtheاeighthاstudentsاstatedاthat:اا“Iاlikeاma’amاNWاbecauseاsheاisا

funny and easy to understand when she was explain the material.”ا Theا otherا

answerاcameاfromاtheاfifthاstudent,اheاsaidاthat:اا“Iاlikeاtoاteachاbyاma’amاNW 

becauseاofاma’amاNWاisاveryاniceاperson,ااdeeplyاhasاtheاinterestاhumorاandاIا

like how she talk and speak up during theا class.ا Besideا that,ا ma’amا  always 

makes me laughing with all my classmate actually and she really smart in English 

of course.”اTheاfourth student answere the eason why the students like to be taight 

byا thisا teacher.ا Theا studentا saidا that:ا “Honestlyا Iا likeا toا teachا byا ma’amا NWا

because she was very kind and funny teacher. I rarely feel nervous and bored if 

ma’amا NWا teachا meا English,ا andا when she taught us I never feel bored and 

under pressure. Even, she asked me to speak a lot of sentences.” 
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Theاlastاanswerاfromاtheاsecondاstudent.اSheاsaidاhat:ا“l like her. Because she is 

funny,اreallyاfunny.اIاalwaysاfeelاenjoyاwhenاma’amاNWااteachاusاhow to speak 

well,اhowاtoاpronounceاtheاwordاwellاanyاmanyاothers.اHmm,اIاlikeاma’amاNW.” 

Thoseاallاtheاstudents’اanswerاabutاtheاNWاteacherاshowedاthatاtheاNWاteacherا

did what the NW teacher had said in the interview before. The students could be 

stimulate the students to became active spoke duing the class. For this reson, 

because by the teacher’sاteacherاapproachmentاwithاallاtheاsecondاgradeاstudentsا

in LKP. Macca Maros.  
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CHAPTER V 

                        CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 

A. Conclusion 

1. Theاkindsاofاteacher’sاcreativitiesاfromاthisاresearch,اtheاresearcherاfoundا

that the teaching techniques, teaching strategies, approach and method were the 

kinds of creativities that the teacher used effectively in teaching in the classroom. 

Such as repeat the difficult words, using meme, bring the native speaker from 

Canada in the classroom,اoutbondاlearning,اaskingاtheاstidents’اpersoalاproblem,ا

asked the stdents memorize hard song,  and using new version game. For this 

reason,the teacher used them in good way  to stimulate the students to speak and 

became active during the class. Moreover, this teacher created something new and 

made the existed things became more interesting than befire. Besides, the teacher 

combine the using teaching techniques, strategies, approach and method with the 

teacher’sاpersonality.اTheteacherاdelveredاtheاmaterial often with interesting and 

enjoyable way. As the result, the students became enthusias to speak in share their 

ideas in the speaking class ( we can see from interview and observation that the 

researcher did in chapter four ). 

2. Theاteacher’sاcreativities factors were extremely effective stimulating the 

studes to become active and have the eagerness to speak during the class with no 

fear and ashame. For this reason, the used of teachniques, strategies, methods and 

approach in a good and right way by the creative teacher it could stimulate the 

studentsا toا speakا andا stimulateا theا students’ا speakingا abilty.ا Theا studentsا

extremely enjoy and became active to speak in the classroom because of the  
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teacher’sا creativitiesا inا deliveredا theا materialا inا everyا meeting.ا Theا teacher’sا

creativitiesاexcessivelyاeffeciveاtoاstimulteاtheاstudents’اspeakingاability.ا 

B. Suggestion 

 Based on the research results and discussion, the researchers gave some 

suggestions as follows: 

1 . For Teacher  

 The  teachers should have more creativities in teaching, particulaly 

teaching speaking class. Besides, the teacher should to became an interesting 

teacher. For instance,  eventhough the creative teacher did not use various media 

in teaching, but if the teacher has the creativities in delivered the lesson, 

teacniques, approach and strategies that the teacher use them effectively it can 

stimulate the students to speak and become active during the class .   
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APPENDICES 
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